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The Neoarchaean Dharwar Supergroup of rocks in the Chitradurga area unconformably overlie the
Mesoarchaean Peninsular Gneissic Complex in the west and are tectonically juxtaposed with Javagondanahalli Schist Belt in the east. The rocks of the supergroup have been divided into older
Bababudan and younger Chitradurga Groups. We support the recent division of the Bababudan rocks
into a lower conglomerate–sandstone facies association and an upper sandstone–mudstone facies association indicating tidal Cat depositional environment. The Talya Conglomerate sequence at the base of
the Chitradurga Group is inferred to represent a fault-controlled debris Cow deposit. The basin opens
out to the east where sedimentation and volcanism took place on an uneven basement surface. The
Vanivilas and Ingaldhal Formations likely represent contemporaneous and overlapping sequences
indicative of facies variation in space. The KM Kere Conglomerate at the base of the Hiriyur Formation represents a facies series comprising a sequence of volcanic–pyroclastic–volcaniclastic–epiclast
association. We propose a four-fold stratigraphic classiBcation with introduction of a new ‘Kantaramanahalli Formation’, placed above the Vanivilas and Ingaldhal Formations and below the Hiriyur
Formation. The interpretation of multiple deformed nature of Dharwar Supergroup of rocks and the
dominance of the second deformation (D2) is supported. The initial irregularities on basement surface
and the F1 folds have significant role in fold superposition and outcrop patterns. The intra- and interformational ductile shear zones have dominant sinistral transcurrent component. Structural studies are
conclusive of simple shear (D2b) superposed on intense pure shear (D2a) indicative of an overall
transpressional type of horizontal tectonics.
Keywords. Chitradurga Schist Belt; Dharwar Craton, India; Neoarchaean; structure; stratigraphy.

1. Introduction
The western part of the Archaean Dharwar Craton
(generally known as the Western Dharwar Craton
or WDC) in south India has received considerable
attention of Precambrian geologists over the last
several decades. BrieCy, the Dharwar craton is

believed to comprise of two contrasting cratonic
blocks, the Western Dharwar Craton (WDC) and
the Eastern Dharwar Craton (EDC) having different greenstone belts characteristics, metamorphic signature, age data and nature of the gneisses
and granitoids and the two are separated by either
the ductile shear zone, east of the Chitradurga Belt
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or the Closepet Granite (Swami Nath et al. 1976;
Kaila et al. 1979; Drury and Holt 1980; Rollinson
et al. 1981; Swami Nath and Ramakrishnan 1981;
Chadwick et al. 1992, 2000, 2007; Jayananda et al.
2000; Ramakrishnan and Vaidyanadhan 2008;
Rama Rao et al. 2015). On the contrary, Maibam
et al. (2011), based on their study of zircon Pb–Pb
age data of metasedimentary rocks from both
WDC and EDC challenged the idea of contrasting
evolutionary trends in the two crustal blocks and
considered that both WDC and EDC evolved as a
single terrain. The 3.4–3.1 Ga old PGC and older
Sargur Complex rocks are more abundantly
exposed in the WDC and formed the basement for
deposition of Dharwar supracrustals. Contemporary evolutionary models for different components
of the craton based on abundant geochemical and
geochronological data have been presented by
Jayananda et al. (2013, 2015).
In brief, the WDC comprises 3.4–3.1 Ga old
Archaean type TTG gneisses known as Peninsular
Gneiss Complex (PGC) that contain mappable to
small scale enclaves of older supracrustals grouped
under the Sargur Schist Complex. These are believed
to have formed the basement for deposition of the
Neoarchaean Dharwar Supergroup, a granite–greenstone association that evolved between 3.0 and 2.6
Ga. The Dharwar Supergroup has historically been
divided into an older Babubadan Group and younger
Chitradurga Group that are intruded by 2.61 Ga
intrusive granites (Jayananda et al. 2006).
The Chitradurga Schist Belt (CSB, or Chitradurga–Gadag Superbelt, Ramakrishnan and
Vaidyanadhan 2008) is an important component of
the WDC and as deBned in this paper, refers to the
Dharwar Supergroup of rocks forming a N–S to
NNW–SSE trending granite–greenstone belt
extending over a length of 400 km from Gadag in the
north to Srirangapatna in the south (Bgure 1). The
CSB shares a tectonic contact on its eastern margin
with the Javagondanahalli (JG Halli) belt having 2.74
Ga Sm–Nd age of its amphibolite unit (Jayananda
et al. 2011; Sengupta and Roy 2012). The western
margin of the CSB is marked by well-developed
basement cover unconformable relationship between
the Bababudan Group of the CSB and the Peninsular
Gneissic Complex attested by the presence of quartzpebble conglomerate (Swami Nath et al. 1976). Above
this unconformity, a stable, platformal sequence of
the Bababudan Group forming the lower part of the
CSB has been deposited and is unconformably succeeded by rocks of the younger Chitradurga Group in
the east (Srinivasan and Ojakangas 1986).
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This paper presents a review of the existing data,
presentation of new observations and discussion of
certain aspects of stratigraphy and structure of the
CSB in the Chitradurga area (study area). This area
occupies the central part of the N–S to NNW–SSE
trending, *400 km long CSB. The CSB in the study
area has a maximum width of about 40 km and
exposes the entire stratigraphic succession of the
Dharwar Supergroup comprising the older Bababudan and younger Chitradurga Groups of rocks. It also
contains the regional scale fold structure known as the
‘Chitradurga Fold’ and provides excellent sections for
study of lithological characters, mesoscopic folds and
foliations developed in different types of rocks of the
Dharwar Supergroup. The discussion on certain
aspects of the CSB is augmented by unpublished data
of the authors on the above aspects recorded from
critical Beld areas. The paper in particular includes a
discussion of structures in the Talya Conglomerate
sequence at the base of the Chitradurga Group and its
importance in tectonic evolution of the Dharwar
Supergroup; stratigraphic character of the Kurumaradikere (KM Kere) Conglomerate sequence at the
base of the Hiriyur Formation of the Chitradurga
Group, and a discussion on its volcaniclastic nature;
proposal for a new formation, the Kantaramanahalli
(KR Halli) Formation within the Chitradurga Group
based on interpretation of geological map and structural data; and the role of shear zones marginal to the
CSB in its evolution. This paper does not elaborate on
the PGC and Sargur-type supracrustal enclaves
(Ghattihosahalli belt) occurring as the basement to
the west of Chitradurga Belt, nevertheless, it can be
recorded here that we Bnd that the Ghattihosahalli
Belt is a shear belt and the major D2 sinistral shear
aAecting the western margin of the Chitradurga Belt
also aAected the older PGC and Ghattihosahalli Belt
(will be discussed elsewhere separately). The basement nature of the PGC in relation to Dharwar
Supergroup of rocks can be observed at a few sections
mainly in the western margin of CSB, within
the antiformal cores of the Chitradurga Fold and
Sriranakatte Dome.

2. Lithological and depositional characters
of the Dharwar Supergroup of rocks
in the study area
The Dharwar Supergroup of rocks in the study area
include those belonging to Babudan and Chitradurga Groups and details of lithological components of the two groups are given in Chadwick
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et al. (1981) and Sheshadri et al. (1981) and Srinivasan and Ojakangas (1986). The details given in
these references are only brieCy reproduced in the
following sections augmented by data from selected
recent publications.

2.1 The Bababudan Group
The Bababudan Group of rocks in its entirety is
exposed only in the western part (Bgure 1) in a
linearly disposed NNW–SSE trending belt, detailed
description of lithological assemblage has been
given in Chadwick et al. (1981) and in Sheshadri
et al. (1981). These are deposited unconformably
over basement Peninsular Gneisses and rocks of
the Sargur Complex (Ghattihosahalli Belt). The
basal unconformity is represented by the Neralakatte oligomictic conglomerate that grades into
quartzite of quartz-arenitic composition. The conglomerate is followed in the younging direction
(eastwards) successively by a sequence of amygdular metabasalt, quartzite (mainly quartz-arenitic
and very rarely arkosic), metabasalt, minor bands
of metaultramaBc, phyllite and muscovite-sericite
schist, minor gabbro and sheets of quartzite (also
mainly quartz-arenite composition). The above
sequence of rocks is delimited in the east by the
Talya conglomerate sequence forming the base of
the Chitradurga Group. It is considered that the
contact between the Bababudan and Chitradurga
Groups represents a syn-depositional fault responsible for the upliftment of Bababudan Group of
rocks causing truncation of its deposition to further
east. The consideration of a fault controlled deposition of the Talya Conglomerate is evidenced by
the facts that (i) Talya conglomerate sequence does
not simply overlie the underlying Bababudan
Group of rocks but it transects the lower sequence
at a low angle and Bnally abuts against the basement gneiss in the north and (ii) large boulders ([2
m) of quartzites of Bababudan Group occur as
clasts within the Talya Conglomerate which
implies that the Bababudan rocks have already
consolidated and acted as a provenance for rapid
deposition of such an ill sorted material (further
detailed discussion in 2.2.1.1). This fault has subsequently been reactivated into a ductile shear
zone during later deformation since for a large
strike length the conglomerate is found sheared.
It has recently been shown (Bhattacharya et al.
2015) that the sedimentary succession of the
Bababudan Group in the study area can be placed in
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two distinct facies associations; a conglomerate–sandstone facies association at the base and a
sandstone–mudstone facies association in the upper
part of the succession. The lower conglomerate–sandstone facies association comprises oligomictic quartz–pebble conglomerate, pebbly sandstone
and conglomerate–sandstone alternations collectively termed the Neralakatte Conglomerate
(Bgure 2a). It has been interpreted that this facies
association represents subaerial to subaqueous massCow deposits and hyper-concentrated subaqueous
sediment gravity-Cow deposits in an alluvial fanfandelta setting. The upper sandstone–mudstone
association includes sharp based, mature sandstone,
heterolithic sandstone–mudstone and mudstone and
the facies architecture strongly resembles a graded
Bning-upward sequence of modern tidal Cat. It has
also been inferred that the above rocks represent the
oldest signature of open marine tidal sedimentation
recorded from Precambrian in peninsular India. Roy
and Bhattacharya (2014) and our unpublished data
show that the Neralakatte Conglomerate is characterized by a consistent N–S to NNW–SSE striking
subvertical composite (Sd1/Sd2) foliation, a conspicuous low plunging (5–20° towards 0°–342°) pebble
elongation and well developed stretching lineations.
The above structures are superimposed upon by a
later shear-related deformation (D2b) as evident from
the development of shear bands superposed on early
foliations. The map pattern of the Bababudan Group
of rocks along with that of the overlying Talya conglomerate sequence of the Chitradurga Group display
an overall S-shaped large scale fold structure having
subvertical NNW striking axial plane with low to
moderate plunge.
The Neralakatte Conglomerate is overlain by an
amygdular metabasalt unit now represented by
schistose amphibolite. This amphibolite unit
deBnes the boundary between the two sedimentary
facies sequences of the Bababudan Group described
above. The amygdules in the metabasalt show an
assemblage of quartz with or withour calcite and
have acted as good strain markers as they are Cattened on the schistosity plane (S2a). The mineral
assemblage in the metabasalt includes amphibole
(Fe-pargasitic hornblende), plagioclase (oligoclase)
and chlorite (ripidolite) with minor amounts of
sphene, rutile, epidote, albite, carbonate and opaque minerals. Relict clinopyroxenes (augite) are
occasionally preserved within amphiboles. Hornblende occurs both in the groundmass and as coarse
porphyroblasts, whose growth outlasted S2 foliation
development (Bgure 2b). Earlier foliation (S1) is
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Figure 1. Geological map of Chitradurga Schist Belt marking the study area and disposition of different lithostratigraphic units
(after GSI).

very strongly crenulated and mostly transposed to
later foliation (S2a) representing the subvertical
NNW striking regional schistosity of the fold belt.
The mineral assemblages indicate lower amphibolite facies metamorphism.
A few bands of metaultramaBcs and metagabbro
occur possibly as conformable intrusives or
tectonically emplaced bodies within the upper
sandstone–mud facies rocks. The metaultramaBcs show a metamorphic mineral assemblage
including porphyroblasts of anthophyllite (+/–
cummingtonite) Fe–Mg amphibole and talc set in

a matrix of actinolite (-tremolite), pycnochlorite,
ilmenite, rutile, sphene and chromiferous magnetite (Bgure 2c). Clinopyroxene (diopsidic
augite) occurs as occasional relics within
amphibole. Microscopic structures deBne three
strong fabric elements; an early schistosity (S1),
transposed schistosity (S2a) and strong shear
bands (Sb), the latter largely overprinting the
earlier fabrics (Bgure 2d and e). The porphyroblast formation outlasted S2a, but predates the
shearing event. The adjoining quartzite also
shows evidences of shearing. Thus the
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Figure 2. (a) Two sets of deformation fabric (Sd1 and Sd2) at acute angle in Neralakatte quartz pebble Conglomerate of
Bababudan Group. (b) Hornblende porphyroblast, whose growth outlasted Sd2 foliation in amphibolite of Bababudan Group.
(c) Microsection showing porphyroblast-cum-porphyroclasts of anthophyllite/cummingtonite in a matrix of actinolite
(-tremolite), pycnochlorite, ilmenite, rutile, sphene and chromiferous magnetite in metaultramaBc rock of Bababudan Group.
(d) Microsection showing shear fabric (Sd2b) superposing on an Sd2a crenulation cleavage in metaultramaBc rock of Bababudan
Group. (e) Microsection showing well developed CS fabrics in sheared metabasalt of Bababudan Group. (f) Conglomerategreywacke couplet within Talya Conglomerate having bedding deBned by alternate clast-rich and clast-free zones, at the basal
part of Chitradurga Group.
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Figure 2. (g) Rounded ellipsoidal Granitoid cobble and tabular quartzite boulder with variably sized other clasts in matrixsupported Talya Conglomerate; note that the large tabular boulder of quartzite got sinistrally folded along with the matrix.
(h) Microsection showing very well developed Sd2 crenulation cleavage in the matrix of Talya Conglomerate at the base of
Chitradurga Group. (i) Ductile shearing (d2b) indicated by development of shear bands over planes of Cattening deformation
(d2a). (j) Asymmetric elongated lensoid quartzite clasts in Talya Conglomerate developed due to sinistral shearing; yellow lines:
S2 cleavage, black lines: long axis of the elongated clasts and blue lines: orientation of shear band. (k) Sketch showing eAect of
Cattening superposed by sinistral shearing in Talya Conglomerate resulting in sinistral folding of the schistosity (S1kS2) and
asymmetric bending of long axes of the pebbles having tapering ends and development of shear bands (Sb). (l) Sinistral
asymmetric mesoscopic folds in matrix of Talya Conglomerate.
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maBc–ultramaBc assemblage shares these deformation structures with the associated sediments
and may represent shallow to moderate crustal
level emplacement of a differentiated original
tholeiitic liquid.
2.2 The Chitradurga Group
The Chitradurga Group of rocks is deposited
unconformably over the Bababudan Group of rocks
in an unbroken easterly succession in the same area
(Bgure 1). The basal unconformity is represented by
the Talya polymict conglomerate that is followed
upwards in succession by other members of the
Vanivilas, Ingaldhal and Hiriyur Formations. As
mentioned earlier, lithological details of rock types
constituting the above formations are given in
Sheshadri et al. (1981) and Chadwick et al. (1981) and
only relevant unpublished data of the authors and
interpretations are included in the following sections.
2.2.1 Vanivilas Formation
2.2.1.1 Talya Conglomerate: The Talya Conglomerate is a matrix supported conglomerate where
the clasts consist mainly of pebbles and boulders of
granite, quartzite and vein quartz together with
minor amounts of BIF, basalt and shale fragments
and the matrix is made up of abundant feldspar
along with chlorite, biotite and quartz (Bgure 2g).
The quartzite boulders are as big as more than 2 m in
length. The relatively less altered nature of feldspar
grains and lack of sorting may suggest rapid deposition in a fault-controlled basin in a cold climatic
environment.
The Talya Conglomerate comprises a sequence of
conglomerate–greywacke and greywacke mudstone
alternations with the conglomerate being up to 30
m thick and unsorted in nature. It forms a couplet
with a 40 m thick greywacke showing diffused
contact (Roy et al. 2012; Bhattacharyya et al.
2015) (Bgure 2f). In the thickest part of the sedimentary succession, about 28 such couplets have
been identiBed with predictable thinning and Bning
upward trend (e.g., Roy et al. 2012; Bhattacharyya
et al. 2015). Such conglomerate–greywacke couplets have been interpreted to be deposits formed
by an energy dissipating mass Cow. Development
of such thinning and Bning upward succession may
imply deposition in a fault-controlled sinking
basin. Chadwick et al. (1992) interpreted the
polymict conglomerate to have been deposited in
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alluvial or shallow-water fans and as debris Cows,
whereas the associated heteroliths were possibly
deposited by turbidity currents emerging from
shallow marine fans. A few prismatic clasts in the
conglomerates, well within the bed, show near vertical orientation with deformed sedimentary layers in
the matrix at the base and at the top of the clasts.
Rarely some of the clasts are striated on the
surface (this study; Ojakangas et al. 2014; Roy and
Bhattacharya 2014; Bhattacharya et al. 2015). Such
orientation of clasts with deformed laminations at
their base has been interpreted as dropstones representing glacial environment (Ojakangas et al.
2014). The clasts show all evidences of reworking
whatever might have been the provenance and
environment of deposition. In glaciomarine conglomerate, the striations on clasts/dropstones result
from the shear movement of ice sheets, and hence
the population of such striated pebbles/clasts are
expected to be abundant. But in case of Talya conglomerate such a feature is scarce and negligible. On
the contrary, the possibility of a fan-delta to submarine conglomerate status for this horizon might
be more likely. Surlyk (1984) has explained conglomerate deposition along scarps in a tilted fault
block situation (Bgure 5). The steep slope or the
scarp surface is possibly generated by basin margin
block fauting. Upward Bning basin Bll as discussed
by Bhattacharyya et al. (2015) further substantiate
such an interpretation (cf. Postma 1984; Ethridge
and Westcott 1984). The conglomerate sequence has
been subjected to intense polyphase deformation
and low grade greenschist facies metamorphism
(Bgure 2h). In view of strong multiphase deformation aAecting the Talya sedimentary succession it is
difBcult, if not impossible, to reconstruct the original
bedding vs. pebble/clast orientation. Dropstones are
out-sized clasts, which occur near the top of the bed
with deformed striations at their base. In the present
case, the clasts occur well inside the bed and the
deformed laminations at their base are of tectonometamorphic origin. From the above considerations
the glacial nature of some of the clasts cannot be
taken as conclusive.
Following strong Cattening deformations (D1 and
D2a), the conglomerate sequence has been subjected
to ductile shearing (D2b) and thus represents a
moderate to high strain zone (Bgure 2i, j, k) showing
consistent sinistral asymmetric folding (Bgure 2k
and l). This shear zone development along the Talya
Conglomerate horizon is congruous with the overall
deformation pattern of the schist belt. Localization
of simple shear strain is possibly inCuenced by
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extreme heterogeneity in the composition and
texture of the conglomerate and its location at or close
to a basin margin pre-existing fault/discontinuity.
While the soft matrix accommodated most of the
strain, the spheroidal/ellipsoidal clasts were subjected to external rotational strain with only little or
no internal crystal-plastic strain. This is very evident from variable orientation of the clasts on a
strongly deformed matrix.

2.2.1.2 Other members of the Vanivilas Formation: The Talya Conglomerate is followed upwards
in the east by other members of the Vanivilas
Formation. These include shallow marine deposits
of quartzite, carbonate, manganiferous chert and
phyllite and deeper marine facies of BIF and minor
basaltic volcanics. There are rare reports of a pebbly
horizon associated with quartzite overlying the
reworked basement gneiss in this formation from the
Siranakatte dome area (e.g., Naha et al. 1995). The
basal quartzite is exposed also in the northern and
northwestern parts of the CSB overlying the gneissic
basement near Kandavadi area. The rocks of the
Vanivilas Formation were deposited over a highly
uneven erosional surface of the basement granite
gneiss as evident from the disposition of rocks of the
Vanivilas Formation in the Siranakatte area (Naha
et al. 1995). The Siranakatte dome is an example of a
basement high which remained exposed above the sea
level during the deposition of the overlying quartzite,
pebbly sandstone, dolomitic carbonate and BIF units
of the Vanivilas Formation. It is quite likely that the
Talya Conglomerate sequence restricted to the western part of the CSB in Chitradurga area is contemporanious with the shallow water quartzite-carbonite
sequence in the central part of the Vanivilas Formation, the former being deposited as a fault-controlled
debris Cow deposit with the latter representing a
stable facies association deposited over a gneissic
basement.

2.2.2 Ingaldhal Formation
The Ingaldhal Formation is exposed in the inner part
of the ‘Chitradurga Fold’ in the central part of the
study area comprising mainly maBc volcanic rocks
with subordinate intermediate and felsic varieties,
minor argillites and marker BIF horizons. Pyroclastic volcanics in the sequence include volcanic
breccias, agglomerate, lapilli tuA and tuA. Variolitic
and spherulitic structures occur in some locations
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indicative of mixing between different basic magma
components. Pillowed basalts constitute an important component of the sequence. A thick layer of
occasionally amygdular metabasalt (known in earlier literature as ‘Jogimaradi Traps’) occurs within
sequence intruded by small veins of the younger 2605
Ma old Chitradurga Granite. These are interlayered
with several Banded Iron Formation, bands the role
of which in the stratigraphic interpretation is discussed in a later section of this paper. The rocks of
the volcanic sequence and associated sediments are
metamorphosed and display schistose fabric with
variable intensity. Detailed observations of these rocks
show their structural conformity with those reported
from well studied sections elsewhere in the study area.
2.2.3 Hiriyur Formation
The Ingaldhal Formation is overlain in the east by
what was originally described as a thick sedimentary
pile interspersed with minor volcanics (Sheshadri
et al. 1981), with the sedimentary pile represented
by a greywacke–argillite suite of rocks containing
several interbeds of polymict conglomerate and BIF
intercalations. The associated volcanics and pyroclastics include those dominantly of basic composition with minor acidic component. Our observations
show that many of the greywacke–argillites in fact
are volcanic or volcaniclastic in nature, the original
characteristic features of which are mostly obliterated due to later deformation and greenschist facies
metamorphism.
The basal part of the Hiriyur Formation as
described originally by Sheshadri et al. (1981) is
constituted by the major polymict conglomerate
member termed the KM Kere conglomerate that
separates rocks of the older Ingaldhal Formation to
the west from those of the Hiriyur Formation in the
east. Our recent studies show that the KM Kere
conglomerate in fact represents a very important
volcanic-pyroclastic-epiclastic horizon in the CSB
in the study area and deserves a formational status
in the stratigraphy. A detailed description of this
rock unit and its stratigraphic status are discussed
below.
2.2.4 Facies series nature of the KM Kere
Conglomerate sequence of the Hiriyur
Formation
The KM Kere Conglomerate sequence deBnes
the disconformity at the base of the Hiriyur
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Formation overlying the Ingaldhal Formation of the
Chitradurga Group in the stratigraphic scheme proposed by Sheshadri et al. (1981). These authors have
shown that the conglomerate unit of the sequence
contains generally rounded pebbles ranging in size
from a few mm to about 20 cm, most being in the 4–6
cm range. The clasts include those of massive and
schistose lavas, banded iron formation, black chert,
striped jasper, granite, quartz-sericite schist, rhyolite, metagabbro and vein quartz that are supposed to
have been derived from the lower Ingaldhal Formation apart from those of (basement) gneisses and
granite. Presence of greywacke–argillite and tuAaceous matrix in the conglomerate has been reported.
The pebble composition, density and sizes have been
observed to vary widely with the sequence dominated
at places by welded tuAs. Presence of interbanded
non-pebbly phyllites with partings of sandy and calcareous material is also reported. Chadwick et al.
(1981) generally concur with above description of the
KM Kere conglomerate. Mukhopadhyay and Baral
(1985) have commented on the close association of
KM Kere conglomerate with the agglomeratic horizon in the west and in the presence of subrounded or
rounded volcanic bombs in the conglomerate set in a
phyllitic matrix.
Our observation has shown that the KM Kere
Conglomerate sequence in fact represents a facies
series comprising interlayered epiclastics, volcaniclastics and volcanics. The volcanics include
those of explosive and non-explosive origin. It is
recorded that in different sections of KM Kere
Conglomerate sequence either one of the epiclastic, volcaniclastic or volcanic components dominate or at places be the only type that is
exposed. Similar sequences have been reported
from other geological ages and setting in different
parts of the world. Such sequences are characterized by close spatial association, interlayering,
gradation and even intermixing between epiclastic, volcaniclastic and pyroclastic components.
Importantly the inherent difBculty in ascribing an
appropriate term to a component rock in such a
sequence has been heavily debated (Fisher 1961;
Le Maitre et al. 2002 – the IUGS classiBcation
scheme; Dimroth et al. 1980 – and other papers
in this special edition of Precambrian Research;
Schmid 1981; Williams et al. 1982; Fisher and
Schmincke 1984; Cas and Wright 1988; White
and Houghton 2006; Manville et al. 2009). As
pyroclastic rocks are products of explosive volcanism, and include airfall, Cow, surge and lahar
deposits, they invariably show gradation to
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volcaniclastics, and in turn to epiclastics. These
in general represent deposits formed by air or
water action that have sourced their load from
mainly juvenile pyroclastic eruption. But the
depositional process would involve other kinds of
pre-existing rocks too as sources, resulting in
mixing of pyroclastic and epiclastic components.
The problem is especially acute while dealing
with Precambrian deposits where deformation,
metamorphism and secondary alteration have
destroyed, modiBed or obscured many of original
depositional, textural and mineralogical features.
These facts underlie the complexity in recognition
and classiBcation of rocks comprising the KM
Kere Conglomerate sequence.
Our observations of the KM Kere sequence show
that there is wide variation in composition, shape,
size and degree of assortment of clasts and matrix
along both strike and dip. Clasts include those of
acid and basic pyroclasts, metabasalt, metagabbro,
rhyolite, BIF, quartzite, argillite, chert, jasper and
vein quartz. Bomb and lapilli sized juvenile volcanic fragments of acid and basic compositions
occur in recognizable modal proportions even in
apparently epiclastic members of the sequence.
Tuffaceous and volcanic matrix as also of siliceous,
argillic and rarely carbonate compositions are
present. Graded bedding in certain layers shows
Bning upwards to east. Individual mineral grains
generally measure less than a cm across and
include dominantly quartz along with feldspars,
muscovite, pyrite, magnetite and other undeBned
opaques, and rare jasper. Juvenile clast components of quartz and feldspar are euhedral, subhedral or angular in nature. Clast shapes appear to be
related to their source. Those derived from sedimentary sources including BIF, metapelite, quartzite and vein quartz as also rarely of granite and
gneissic sources show subrounded and subangular
shapes. Pyroclast fragments of both basic and
acidic compositions show complexly welded crystal
and lithic fragments that have largely retained
their magmatic viscous shapes and structures.
Rhyolite clasts are typically subangular to angular.
The interlayered epiclastic, pyroclastic and
volcaniclastic units in the KM Kere sequence
imperceptibly grade in to each other in many
places and individual litho units pinch out along
strike quite frequently. It is often difBcult to trace
any genetic type of band for more than a few tens
of metres and often for much less along strike.
Several thin pyroclast layers are cobanded with
epiclastic layers and distinguishing pyroclasts
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from volcaniclasts is also problematic in many
places. Further eastwards in the sequence tens of metre
thick bands of metabasalt, variolitic metabasalt,
acid pyroclast, rhyolite occur with less frequent and
thinner layers of volcaniclasts and epiclasts. A
metagabbro sheet, also several tens of metres wide
with long strike length, occurs in this area.
It is interpreted that a repetitive cycle of explosive
and non-explosive volcanism, interrupted by short
cycles of intermixed epiclast deposition took place
during evolution of the KM Kere Conglomerate
sequence. It signiBes a unique volcanic-sedimentary
deposition environment during evolution of the
Chitradurga Group of rocks in the study area.

3. Stratigraphic models proposed
for the Dharwar Supergroup of rocks
in the study area (Chitradurga area)
Several stratigraphic models have been proposed
for the Dharwar Supergroup of rocks in the study
area (Chitradurga area), including those of Swami
Nath et al. (1976), Sheshadri et al. (1981), Radhakrishna and Vasudev (1977), Mukhopadhyay
et al. (1981), Mukhopadhyay and Baral (1985),
Chadwick et al. (1981, 2007), Burhanuddin et al.
(1990) and Mohakul and Singh (2010). A slightly
modiBed version of stratigraphy proposed for the
Dharwar Supergroup of rocks in the study area
(Chitradurga area) by Sheshadri et al. (1981),
based on mapping data of the Geological Survey of
India, is given below (table 1). This stratigraphic
model has been widely used by workers in the
Chitradurga area.
It may be mentioned that the stratigraphy in the
Chitradurga area can be conveniently discussed in
terms of disposition of the marker Banded Iron
Formation (BIF) with reference to other lithological sequences. The authors present here a schematic cartoon of the disposition of the different
lithounits in the Chitradurga area including the
regional ‘Chitradurga Fold’ deBned by the marker
BIF bands that are well exposed in the central part
of the study area (Bgure 3). The ‘Chitradurga
Fold’ has been mapped as a second generation (F2)
southerly closing regional antiform having steep
southerly plunge of fold axis (Mukhopadhyay and
Baral 1985). Based on study of preserved way up
criteria in appropriate lithologies, the fold can be
interpreted to be true anticlinal in nature meaning
the oldest stratigraphic unit is preserved in the core
of the fold with younger lithologies successively
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away from the core of the fold. Three major BIF
markers have been identiBed in this part (Chadwick et al. 1981) two of which (BIF-I and BIF-II)
are arcuate and deBne the regional ‘Chitradurga
Fold’, whereas the third marker BIF (BIF-III) is
exposed as an approximately N–S trending straight
band occurring in the eastern part of the
Chitradurga area (Bgure 3). The two arcuate
marker BIF bands deBning the ‘Chitradurga Fold’
are also known as the ‘inner arc BIF’ and the third
BIF band in the eastern part of the Chitradurga
area is known as ‘outer arc BIF’ as described in
Mukhopadhyay and Baral (1985).
The ‘Jogimaradi Traps’ (a set of mainly
metabasic rocks), occurs stratigraphically beneath
the BIF-I as deBned above. It forms the core of the
regional antiformal ‘Chitradurga Fold’ and has
been placed in the Ingaldhal Formation by Sheshadri et al. (1981) in their stratigraphic
scheme (table 1) that is younger to the Vanivilas
Formation. However, Chadwick et al. (1981) consider the ‘Jogimaradi Traps’ to represent the
Bababudan Group. The BIF-I, according to
Chadwick et al. (1981), can be discontinuously
traced from the central part of Chitradurga area
(regional ‘Chitradurga Fold’ area) further to
northwest (Bgure 3). They also interpret that the
BIF-II, occurring stratigraphically above the
Jogimaradi Traps can be traced from the central
part of the Chitradurga area further northwest to
the Kandavadi area (Bgure 3) and also along the
western margin of the Chitradurga area that limits
the extent of the CSB as well. This would make the
rocks occurring stratigraphically above BIF-I and
below BIF-II to be a part of the Vanivilas Formation in the scheme of Sheshadri et al. (1981), who
however place this sequence of rocks in the
Ingaldhal Formation.
Chadwick et al. (1981) state that BIF-III, on the
eastern margin of the Chitradurga area can be
traced only discontinuously in the area to southeast of the ‘Chitradurga Fold’ arc (Bgure 3). In
their scheme the sequence of rocks stratigraphically above BIF-II and below BIF-III comprising
metavolcanics including variolitic and pillowed
metabasalts, pillow breccias, undeBned pyroclasts,
phyllites, thin cherts; the polymict KM Kere
Conglomerate and acid volcanic rocks and banded
tuAs, constitutes a separate stratigraphic unit that
is not formally named by them. On the other hand,
Sheshadri et al. (1981) have included the above
sequence as a part of the Ingaldhal Formation.
Both the above authors place rocks occurring
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Table 1. Stratigraphic classiBcation of Neoarcheaean Dharwar Supergroup in Chitradurga area (Sheshadri et al. 1981).
Chitradurga
Group

Bababudan
Group

Basement
rocks

Hiriyur
Formation

Greywacke–argillite suite with basic to intermediate volcanics, banded ferruginous chert and
polymict conglomerate (Aimangala and Hosakere)
KM Kere and GR Halli Conglomerates
      Disconformity      
Ingaldhal
Basic (including ‘Jogimaradi Traps’, intermediate and acid lavas and pyroclastics with
Formation
interbeds of banded pyritiferous chert and argillite
Chloritic phyllite, Banded ferruginous chert
Vanivilas
Banded manganiferous chert and phyllite, Limestone and dolomite,
Formation
Chlorite–biotite–garnet phyllite, Quartzite and quartz schist
  Unconformity Polymictic Talya conglomerate  
Amygdular metabasalt closely interbedded with cross-bedded and ripple marked quartzite,
quartz–biotite–cholorite–garnet schist (locally with actinolitic hornblende, chloritoid, carbonate and white
mica) and sheets of ultramaBc (talc–tremolitechlorite–carbonate schist and serpentinite) and thin beds of
ironstone
    Unconformity Oligomictic Neralakatte Conglomerate    
Peninsular Gneiss (containing enclaves of rocks of the Sargur Schist Complex)

Figure 3. Schematic block diagram showing disposition of the different lithounits in the central part of Chitradurga area (study
area).

stratigraphically above the KM Kere Conglomerate under the youngest Hiriyur Formation of the
Chitradurga Group of rocks.

The complexity and differences in the above
two schemes are evident that have prompted
Sheshadri et al. (1981) to comment that the
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variations in volcanic facies have caused problems of lithostratigraphic correlation in different
parts of the Chitradurga area that need to be
resolved by detailed mapping. Views broadly
similar to that of Chadwick et al. (1981) on the
stratigraphy of the Chitradurga area have been
expressed by Burhanuddin et al. (1990) based on
1:25,000 scale mapping in the central part of the
Chitradurga area. Mukhopadhyay et al. (1981)
who have worked out the structure in the
southern (Dodguni area) and northern (Chitradurga area) parts of the Chitradurga schist
belt attempted to provide a common stratigraphic scheme for the schist belt. They, however, mention that as large parts of the schist belt
still needed to be studied on modern lines, their
picture may need modiBcation and elaboration
based on more detailed data. They also imply
that, even taking into account their structural
framework for the area, disparity in distribution
of litho units in different parts of the Chitradurga
area (possibly due to lateral facies variation) does
cause difBculty and confusion in stratigraphic
correlation.
3.1 New stratigraphic model proposed
for the Dharwar Supergroup in
Chitradurga area
In the stratigraphic model of Sheshadri et al.
(1981), the basal Vanivilas Formation of the
Chitradurga Group is followed upwards in the
younging direction by the Ingaldhal Formation,
which in turn is overlain by the Hiriyur Formation. The Ingaldhal Formation, well exposed
around Chitradurga, consists mainly of metabasalt with intercalated bands of BIF, minor
amount of metapelite and acid volcanic/tuAs. At
no location, the Vanivilas Formation is in contact
with the Ingaldhal Formation. These two formations are exposed in mutually exclusive domains
putting constraints in establishing their relative
stratigraphic order. From our studies it is difBcult
to subscribe to the earlier view that the Ingaldhal
Formation is younger to and overlies the Vanivilas Formation. We propose that these two formations share a transitional relationship. Our
data based on tracing of marker horizons and
structures in different geological sections indicate
that the Ingaldhal and Vanivilas Formations were
deposited broadly contemporaneously but developed on two disparate settings – rocks of the
Vanivilas Formation representing a near shore
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platformal sedimentation whereas the Ingaldhal
rock assemblages including the well known ‘Jogimaradi Trap’ evolved in a deeper water
environment.
In contrast to earlier views of Chadwick et al.
(1981) and recently of Mohakul and Singh (2010),
we believe that the basic volcanics of Ingaldhal
Formation of the Chitradurga Group cannot be
equated with those of the Bababudan Group as
exposed in the western part of the study area. The
volcanic sequence in the above Bababudan Group
is interbanded with shallow-level, basin margin
oligomictic conglomerate–quartzite assemblage,
whereas the volcanic sequence of the Ingaldhal
Formation comprises of volcanic and a range of
pyroclastic rocks associated characteristically with
sulphide bearing BIF and euxenic shales, representing deep marine environment. Also our data
shows that (Bgure 3) the marker BIF-I described
earlier pinches out some distance northwest of the
‘Chitradurga Fold’ closure and the continuity of
the marker BIF-II (Bgure 3) is also patchy and its
recognition made difBcult due to no-outcrop and
thick soil cover in the same direction. In fact, the
BIF-II can not be traced with any degree of certainity (Bgure 3) to continue to the western margin
of the study area where the sequence of Bababudan
Group of rocks is exposed. The basic volcanics with
associated quartzites of Kandavadi area are possible time equivalents of Ingaldhal Formation, contrary to the idea of these belonging to Bababudan
Group since the Ingaldhal volcanics likely to continue in Kandavadi area and our study indicates
that the Bababudan rocks are restricted to the west
of the Talya Conglomerate (Bgure 3). However, in
light of the present review, further detailed mapping of the rocks of the Kandavadi area is needed
to bring out their precise stratigraphic status.
Sheshadri et al. (1981) have shown that the
Ingaldhal Formation of the Chitradurga Group is
overlain in the east by the Hiriyur Formation, the
disconformity represented by the KM Kere Conglomerate. The KM Kere Conglomerate (discussed
in an earlier section of this paper) comprises a
sequence of epiclast–volcaniclast–pyroclastic rocks.
The KM Kere Conglomerate and Talya Conglomerate sequences are not in contact with each other
in any part of the study area. The Talya Conglomerate sequence is restricted to the western part
of the study area and is not repeated in the east by
folding. It is delimited in its eastern margin by a
prominent N–S to NNW–SSE trending ductile
shear zone superposed on the second deformation
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of the Dharwar Supergroup of rocks in the study
area. The KM Kere Conglomerate sequence, however, is restricted to the eastern part of the study
area. The lithological differences between the
above two sequences (both sequences described in
detail in earlier sections of this work) too are highly
contrasting and no correlation between the two
is possible.
Thus, the differences in various existing stratigraphic models proposed for the Dharwar Supergroup of rocks in the Chitradurga area (study area)
and our observation in different sections of the
study area led us to propose a modiBed stratigraphic sequence wherein the Chitradurga Group
can be divided into four formations. Apart from the
existing three formations in the scheme of Sheshadri et al. (1981), a new formation, here named
as the ‘Kantaramanahalli Formation’ is being
proposed by us. It was earlier mentioned that based
on the geometry and disposition of the lithounits,
Vanivilas Formation and Ingaldhal Formation are
time equivalents, representing a proximal and
distal facies. This formation is made up of an
argillite-wacke sequence with some discontinuous
bands of conglomerate and BIF. Our data and map
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patterns as given in Bgure 3 show the Kantaramanahalli Formation to stratigraphically overlie
the Vanivilas Formation in the south and the
Ingaldhal Formation in the north, hence being
younger to both those formations. It is juxtaposed
along a zone of Shear/Fault with the (older) Talya
Conglomerate sequence in the west. It is overlain
by the younger KM Kere conglomerate (see
description in an earlier section of this paper) of
Hiriyur Formation in the east along (Bgure 3) a
N–S to NNW–SSE trending fault/discontinuity
zone termed the Medikeripura high strain zone by
Chadwick et al. (2007). This contact zone in the
more southerly continuation of the Hiriyur Formation in the study area is marked by emplacement of deformed gabbroic sheets. Hence the
Medikeripura high strain zone or ductile shear zone
represents a terrane boundary where the original
intrabasinal fault-cum-disconformity between the
Ingaldhal and Hiriyur Formations has been
reworked during deformation of the Dharwar
Supergroup of rocks.
Our newly proposed stratigraphic sequence for
the Dharwar Supergroup of rocks in the study area
is given below:
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4. Structure of the Chitradurga Schist Belt

4.1 Nature of major folding in the study area

Structural characters of the Dharwar Supergroup
of rocks have been studied in different parts of the
CSB over the past decades and are described in the
works of Mukhopadhyay et al. (1981), Mukhopadhyay and Ghosh (1983), Mukhopadhyay and Baral
(1985), Chadwick et al. (1981, 2000, 2003, 2007),
Drury (1983), Naha et al. (1995), Mukhopadhyay
and Srinivasan (2003), Roy et al. (2008), Sengupta
and Roy (2012) and unpublished works of the
Geological Survey of India. Recently new sets of
structural data have been generated particularly in
the western part and their significance have been
discussed (Roy et al. 2012; Roy and Bhattacharya
2014).
The rocks of the Dharwar Supergroup in the
study area comprising the older Bababudan and
younger Chitradurga Groups (Bgures 1 and 3)
show imprints of at least three phases of deformation (Mukhopadhyay et al. 1981; Mukhopadhyay
and Baral 1985), associated with greenschist grade
metamorphism (Sheshadri et al. 1981; Chadwick
et al. 1981; Naha et al. 1995 and references therein).
In general, there is no apparent discordance in the
deformational features amongst the Bababudan
and Chitradurga Group of rocks. Though the
intensity of deformation varies in different rock
types, there is a commonality of structural characteristics shared by rocks of both the groups
thereby maintaining an apparent structural unity.
Primary sedimentary and volcanic structures are
preserved in different parts of the area that help in
recognizing the younging direction despite the
deformation and metamorphism. As mentioned in
an earlier section of this work, presence of marker
Banded Iron Formations (BIF) in many parts of
the area has enabled tracing of lithounits for considerable strike lengths in deciphering the map
pattern, study of folds and other structural and
tectonic features.
The paper presents some new observations and
data on the patterns of folding and shearing of the
rocks of the study area including their geometry on
micro, meso and macroscopic scales and also on
distribution and eAect of strain in two major conglomerate horizons, the oligomict Neralakatte
Conglomerate and the polymict Talya conglomerate. Attempts are made to interprete and explain
the available structural data including those
recorded by the authors. The following discussion
is based on relevant aspects of the above data and
interpretations.

The structure in the Chitradurga area as worked
out in detail by Mukhopadhyay et al. (1981) and
Mukhopadhyay and Baral (1985) has resulted in
recognition of the major arcuate folded structure in
the central part of the Chitradurga area named by
them as the ‘Chitradurga Fold’. It is deBned by
disposition of two sets of dominant BIF bands,
including an inner (older) and an outer (younger)
set of BIF associated with metavolcanics (mainly
basic) and minor metasediments. They have shown
that the ‘Chitradurga Fold’ is a second generation
(F2) southerly closing, very steeply plunging,
nearly vertical fold and that there are no regional
folds of the Brst generation (F1) preserved in any
part of the Chitradurga area (Bgure 3).
We interpret that the regional structure of the
central part of the Chitradurga area can best be
deBned as a series of second generation (F2) culminations (diverging plunges) and depressions (converging
plunges), possibly guided by basement highs and lows
of the depositional basin, giving rise to gentle to
moderate northerly or southerly plunging, F2 folds
having nearly upright to steep easterly dipping axial
planes in general. The general shallow to moderate
plunge of the folding is also responsible for the long
linear N–S to NNW–SSE disposition of the belt. We
also interpret the large scale second generation (F2)
‘Chitradurga Fold’ in the central part of the study area
(Mukhopadhyay and Baral 1985) as having formed
from possible extreme accentuation of basement high
due to E–W shortening resulting in an antiformal core
of the gneissic basement. Further this zone witnessed
syntectonic (during the second deformation also
resulting in the formation of F2 folds) emplacement of
the Chitradurga Granite (see Bgure 4a). The syntectonic emplacement of the granite during D2 is evidenced by its elongated lensoid disposition restricted
in south by the core of the major Chitradurga F2
antiform, the presence of magmatic stage deformation
fabric (MSDF) deBned by alignment of feldspar crystals, superposed by only phase of solid state deformation (recovery-recrystallisation) fabric subparallel to
S2, absence of any pre-D2 foliation, elongation of the
maBc microgranular enclaves subparallel to S2, sheetlike tabular intrusions observed in the northwestern
part and presence of D2b-shearing at places. On the
other hand, the elongated Siranakatte domal structure
in the southern part of the study area plunges gently
towards NNW in its northern part and towards SSE in
the southern part. As a result of converging plunges of
the Siranakatte dome in its north and the Chitradurga
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Fold in its south along the same axial planar zone with
minor disharmony between them, a broad hour-glass
like outcrop pattern has developed as seen in Bgure 3.

4.2 Superposition of folds and interference
patterns in the study area
The classiBcation of fold interference patterns by
Ramsay (1967) is based on the assumption that later
folds are shear folds and are superposed on earlier
cylindrical folds. This kinematic model of shear folding
is not fully applicable to fold development of the
Dharwar Supergroup of rocks in the study area since
the early F1 folds are extremely non-cylindrical in
nature and later superimposed F1 folds have resulted
from Cexural mechanism. The interference patterns
observed in the present case are thus closely comparable with those produced by Cexural refolding
experiments of analogue materials (Ghosh et al.
1992, 1993; Grujic 1993). It may be mentioned here
that Ghosh et al. (1992) considered that the geometry
of superposed folds depends to a large extent on the
shape of the early folds and proposed four modes of
superposed buckling of a competent layer embedded in
an incompetent host. Although our observations are
restricted to small scale folds, Brst generation folds
(F1) are very well preserved in the inner and outer BIF
(BIF-I & BIF-II) bands of the southerly closing second
generation (F2) ‘Chitradurga fold’. The Brst generation (F1) folds range in size from hand specimen to
outcrop scale and rarely in dimensions greater than
50 m (Bgure 4b and c). F1 folds are also clearly recognizable in most of the BIF bands in all parts of the
study area. We subscribe to the view of Mukhopadhyay and Baral (1985) that the pattern of the F1 minor
folds in the inner and outer BIF bands of ‘Chitradurga
fold’ does not support the contention of Naqvi (1973)
that the two BIF bands represent two limbs of an early
large scale isoclinal structure.
F1 folds are conspicuously tight to isoclinal and
non-cylindrical in nature (Bgure 4c and d). The curvature of the hinge line varies from 0° to as much as
180° where the fold takes the shape of a perfect sheath
or eyed fold while the axial plane remains planar
(plane non-cylindrical fold) giving rise to elliptical
outcrop pattern. Sheath folds are usually considered
to have evolved as a result of progressive shear in a
shear zone, or where F2 folds are superposed on F1, or
in cases where F2 folding is accompanied by a large
amount of stretching normal to overall orientation of
layering producing acute domes and basins with
nearly 180° curvature of hinge lines. We interpret
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that sheath folds in the study area have not developed
due to any of the above-mentioned mechanisms. On
the other hand, we consider that the sheath folds
represent a single generation structure (F1) resulting
from extreme sub-vertical stretching perpendicular
to the maximum shortening and overall orientation of
bedding. Initial irregularity (non-linearity) of the
hinge lines at an early stage of buckling, followed by
coalescence or merging of the oppositely plunging fold
hinges and further accentuation of the irregularities
has caused extreme stretching of the hinge lines to
produce sheath folds. Thus they could be interpreted
to have resulted from pure shear (buckling followed
by homogeneous shortening) mechanism.
Folds in competent layers show predominantly
Class 1C and occasionally near similar (Class 2)
geometry (as in Ramsay 1967). The axial planar
cleavage and grain fabrics indicate a combination of
buckling and homogeneous Cattening mechanisms
responsible for fold formation. They show accommodation structures indicative of appreciable competence contrast between BIF layers during folding.
Boudinage structure, shown by competent siliceous
layers, is developed in extensional domains, that is, on
the limbs of tight or isoclinal folds, at high or right
angle to the direction of shortening. Superposition of
F2 folds on early boudins has produced folded boudins
and on early folds has produced various fold interference patterns even on outcrop scale (Bgure 4e and f).
This includes dominantly Type 3 and occasionally
Type 2-fold interference patterns (as given in Ramsay
1967) since the F1 folds are mostly tight or isoclinal in
nature. Rarely dome-basin Type 1 interference structure has developed where the early fold is less tight and
gentle in nature.
F1 sheath folds have been deformed by later F2
folds. Superposition of F2 and F3 on earlier F1 folds
has been discussed in detail by Mukhopadhyay and
Baral (1985). There is no structural gap within the
different formations of the Chitradurga Group of
rocks in the study area. The structural pattern is
mainly deBned by F2 folds and the associated dominant planar fabric S2, with earlier folds and cleavages
occasionally preserved as relict structures (Bgure 4g).

4.3 Strain characteristics of deformation
process in the study area deduced
from pebble deformation in Neralakatte
and Talya Conglomerates
Pebble shapes in deformed conglomerate have long
been used to estimate the Bnite strain in rocks by
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Figure 4. (a) Moderate to steep southeasterly plunging Chitradurga fold deBned by the Ingaldhal Formation in the N, in
contrast with low (to moderate) NNW plunging folds deBned by the Vanivilas Formation assemblages in the south, together
forming a regional scale non-cylindrical structure. (b) Tight isoclinal dextral F1 fold with high amplitude: wavelength ratio
superposed by gentle F2 sinistral folding in BIF of the inner arc of the main Chitradurga fold, Ingaldhal Formation of
Chitradurga Group. (c) Superposition of gentle F2 warps on isoclinal early (F1) folds in BIF; spaced S2 cleavage is perpendicular
to the F1 axial plane. (d) Plane noncylindrical nature of the F1 mesofold in BIF showing curvature of hinge; Ingaldhal Formation.
(e) Superposition of wide hinged F2 fold over boudins of early generation (D1) in BIF of Ingaldhal Formation, from the main
Chitradurga fold area. (f) Type-III superposition pattern (of Ramsay 1967) in BIF of Ingaldhal Formation. (g) Well developed S2
cleavage and ptygmatitic folding of the thin competent psammitic bands in chlorite phyllite layers intercalating with BIF of
Ingaldhal Formation.
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Figure 4. (Continued.)

employing different methods of strain measurements. It has been shown that two main aspects
which are important in this context are viscosity
contrast between pebbles and matrix and pebble
concentration (Gay 1968, 1969; Bilby et al. 1975;
Gay and Fripp 1976; Freeman 1987; Mandal et al.
2003; Vitale and Mazzoli 2005). Theoretical and
observational data indicate that a high concentration of pebbles, even with large viscosity contrast,
would bring the eAective mean viscosity ratio close
to 1, implying that the pebble strain would be the
same as the bulk strain. Gay (1968) showed that in
a multi-object system, the number and the volume
of the objects relative to the matrix have a bearing
on the eAective viscosity. He noted that eAective
mean viscosity ratio (Rm) that would control the
bulk strain of the rock, rapidly decreases with
increasing object concentration and approaches the
value of 1 in a densely packed system.
The stratigraphic status and a general description of the two important conglomerate horizons in
the Dharwar Supergroup of rocks in the study area,
the Nerlakate (at the base of the Bababudan
Group) and Talya (at the base of the Chitradurga
Group) Conglomerates, has been presented in
earlier sections. These two conglomerates greatly
differ in their pebble-matrix ratios, pebble concentration, type of pebbles and their initial shapes,
viscosity contrast, nature of pebbles and also of
matrix. The interpretation of Gay (1968) mentioned above holds good for Neralakatte oligomictic conglomerate (dominated by quartz pebbles in
argillitic matrix) where the average concentration
of pebbles exceeds 45% by volume. The pebbles
show strong parallelism with the subvertical
schistosity plane (XY plane of the strain ellipsoid),
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represented by a transposed cleavage plane (S2) in
the matrix and a strong low plunging stretching
lineation (X-axis of the pebbles). Measurements of
pebble axes indicate Cattening type of plane strain
(pure shear) deformation where the ratio of axes
X: Y: Z varies from 5:3:1 to 5:4:2, the average
being 7:5:2.
In contrast, the Talya polymictic conglomerate
is characterized by low concentration of pebbles
(\20% by volume) comprising granite, gneiss,
quartzite, vein quartz, shale and occasional basaltic clasts ranging in size from pebble through cobble to boulder. These clasts show high viscosity
contrast with the component wacke-argillite
matrix and thereby show strong heterogeneity in
strain. Whereas the granite, gneiss and vein quartz
clasts are rounded to subrounded ellipsoidal in
shape, the quartzite clasts are elongate and long
tabular in nature. This is due to inherent anisotropy/bedding plane present in quartzite clasts.
They are at times mistaken as boudinaged quartzite bands. Statistically, the XY planes of the clasts
are oriented parallel to matrix schistosity indicating Cattening type of strain (pure shear) during
early stages of deformation (F1 and F2). The
matrix schistosity is either a composite (S1/S2)
plane or a transposed surface (S2) and the pebbles
are deformed predominantly on this plane. Superposed on this Cattening strain, the clasts are further deformed during shear-related deformation
(D2b) in the area. Asymmetric S-folds and shear
bands (Sb) deCecting the S1/S2 composite plane are
indicative of sinistral shear of strike slip nature.
The average strike of the shear bands is
N50W–S50E and the dip is sub-vertical. Pebbles
and clasts are further reoriented due to shearing
showing strong obliquity with S1/S2 plane. The
pebbles/clasts have attained asymmetric or sigmoidal shapes due to overprinting of simple shear
on pure shear. The NNW–SSE striking axial planar
crenulation cleavage (S2) is oriented clockwise with
respect to shear bands.
It is thus clear from the above discussion that
the conglomerate clasts were subjected to two
stages of successive strain to give rise to the Bnal
shape of the objects. The Brst stage strain, a pure
shear strain, accompanying D1/D2 deformation
was the dominating one producing strong Cattening on a plane perpendicular to E–W/ENE–WSW
shortening of the belt and strong pebble lineation
plunging gently towards NNW parallel to the
direction of elongation of the belt. The second
stage strain, which is relatively less in intensity
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was superposed on the Cattened and/or elongated
ellipsoidal pebbles/clasts to modify them into
asymmetrical or sigmoidal shape at certain places.
This superposition of simple shear over pure shear
deformation is in conformity with the bulk kinematic pattern of the schist belt as a whole. In
transpressional type of deformation with simultaneous pure shear and simple shear, the magnitude
of simple shear component should be less (Dasgupta et al. 2012). In the absence of detailed strain
measurements, it is difBcult to determine if the
bulk strain was of transpressional type or an
overprinting strain in two stages.

5. Conclusion
A review of data and interpretations available for
the Dharwar Supergroup of rocks from the Chitradurga area in the Western Dharwar Craton and
from arguments presented in this paper from our
unpublished data lead us to the following broad
conclusions on different aspects of the Dharwar
Supergroup of rocks that add to our understanding
of the Dharwar Craton.
An early stage of crustal stretching accompanied
by limited rifting initiated the basin formation of
the Dharwar Supergroup of rocks in the study area
(Bgure 5). Sedimentation and volcanism occurred
in the tectonically active basin that opened up in
successive pulses towards east, punctuated by the
deposition of major conglomerate horizons. In the
study area, the older Bababudan Group of rocks,
with the Neralakatte Conglomerate at the base is
restricted to the western part and is overlain by
fault-controlled deposits of the Talya Conglomerate forming the base of the younger Chitradurga
Group. The basin opens out to the east where
sedimentation and volcanism took place on an
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uneven basement surface marked by the presence
of prominent basement highs, for example, the
Siranakatte dome in the southern part of the study
area (Bgures 3 and 5). The Talya polymict conglomerate of the Chitradurga Group is also
restricted to the western part of the study area and
is interpreted to represent a growth-fault deposit.
This conglomerate sequence represents a debris
Cow deposit, which is strongly tectonised where
the clasts are deformed in both shape and orientation. Although deeper marine facies sediments
have been deposited in the eastern part, the presence of basement highs led to the deposition of
shallow marine sedimentation around them. The
KM Kere Conglomerate represented by a volcanic–pyroclast–volcaniclast–epiclast association
forms an important stratigraphic horizon representing the base of the Hiriyur Formation
(Bgure 5).
Generally, accepting the stratigraphic scheme as
proposed by Sheshadri et al. (1981), we propose a
four-fold classiBcation of the Chitradurga Group
by introducing an additional formation, namely the
Kantaramanahalli (KR Halli) Formation, occuring
above the Ingaldhal (and Vanivilas) and below the
Hiriyur Formations. The KR Halli Formation is
exposed in the antiformal axial depression domain
of the large scale, strongly non-cylindrical fold
represented by the southerly plunging anticlinal
‘Chitradurga Fold’ in the north and the northerly
plunging Sriranakatte anticline in the south. As
could be established from our lithological and
structural studies it is suggested that Vanivilas and
Ingaldhal Formations likely represent contemporaneous and overlapping sequences indicative
of facies variation in space.
Though the intensity of deformation varies in
different constituent rocks structural features
developed are comparable in both Bababudan and

Figure 5. Schematic diagram showing the crustal stretching accompanied by limited rifting that initiated the basin formation
and deposition of the Dharwar Supergroup of rocks progressed from west to east in the study area.
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Chitradurga Groups of rocks indicative of
structural unity. Development of shear zones/high
strain zones are conBned along inherent weak zones
in the belt, such as the basement-cover contact
zone (Oligomictic Neralakatte conglomerate) and
original fault zones denoted by Talya conglomerate
both in the western part of the study area and
along the Medikeripura High Strain Zone (MHA of
Chadwick et al. 1981) in the eastern part.
Structural data show presence of three episodes
of deformation of which the second generation
structures are the most dominant ones deBning the
regional NNW–SSE trending regional structural
pattern of the belt. This is in conformity with the
observations of Mukhopadhyay et al. (1981),
Mukhopadhyay and Ghosh (1983), Mukhopadhyay
and Baral (1985) and Sengupta and Roy (2012).
Superposition of successive generation of structures
is well documented. Structural features are mainly
ductile in nature and have developed at shallow to
moderate crustal depth (*8 km).
Integration of structural data including shape
and orientation of folds, strong Cattening type of
deformation of conglomerate clasts, superposed
structures and interference pattern, foliation
characteristics, and geometry and kinematics of
shear zones, a horizontal tectonic model is strongly
supported with attendant E–W to ENE–WSW
regional shortening and N–S to NNW–SSE elongation giving rise to the present shape of the belt,
as also proposed by several workers mentioned
earlier.
Structural interpretation shows that transcurrent/strike slip movement (D2b) slightly postdates
the second generation shortening event (D2a),
which may be explained in a domain of continuum
horizontal oblique compression. Emplacement of
elongate (granitic) plutonic bodies along most of
the thrust and strike-slip shear zones (ductile or
brittle–ductile) in the Chitradurga area further
supports a horizontal tectonic model. However, as
far as it can be constrained from our understanding
of the Chitradurga area, the plate tectonic model
for the WDC appears to be not very well constrained. The mid-crustal level craton-wide imbricate fold thrust belt model for the Chitradurga
Schist Belt (including a part of the study area)
(Chadwick et al. 2007) is quite rational but needs
support from structural data from many other
parts of the craton. Although a fold-thrust model
can be reasonably applied along the eastern margin, the model is untenable along the western
margin and also in the central part of the belt.

Higher metamorphic grade PGC (along with older
supracrustals) is overlain, both stratigraphically
and structurally, by low metamorphic grade
Dharwar supracrustals (Bababudan Group), which
argues against a thrust model. Similarly, the
alternative speculative models proposed involving
sagduction and mantle plume or the lateral constructional Cow (LCF) do not Bnd support from
Beld evidences.
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